
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                Care and Feeding During a Pandemic 

By Joanne Neville L.A.c. Boulder Clinic Director 
 

Well, if you’re like me, you have been thrown into the deep end of the pool without swimming lessons in the past couple of months. Big changes, not 

the least of which is how do you roll with the punches life has thrown at us all? A pandemic? Never in my life or most of yours have we all been 

asked to give up our day to day lifestyles for our safety and the safety of those we hold dear and for the greater good of the world. The whole world! 

How do we function when all that we know has literally changed overnight and is continuing to change at such a pace as has been making our heads 

spin? Zoom and other software like it have become our lifelines. We now work, have meetings, play, dance, visit, watch movies, you name it, all 

done online now. This is my journey, the good, the bad, the blessings. 

 

Weeks 1-2: Stay at home. Social Distancing. Wear masks. No toilet paper available. Working hard. All of us trying to design new protocols to meet 

the needs of our students and switching to online education. So proud of everyone for stepping up and doing what needed to be done while under 

ungodly stress. Still though, feeling anxious, afraid, angry, so helpless. Obsessing about the bleak stories on the news and social media. Waking and 

filling my mind with the toxins that media coverage brings, junk food for the mind, whipping me into a frenzy of fear about having asthma and what 

this could do to me if I got it. Bad dreams. Worrying about my family, friends, students and my dear patients, many of whom are living in Senior 

housing communities which are hotbeds of Covid19 destruction. Would I get to see my grandchildren grow up? Will I see my dear elders again? 

How long will this go on? How many will be gone when things get back to “normal”. Afraid to go to the store or anywhere. Eating “comfort food”, 

(read this as “junk”). I reverted back to foods I ate as a child to seek shelter somehow in the long-past familiar things. One night I had potato chips 

and onion dip with a root-beer float for dinner! Seriously?! 

 

Weeks 3-5: As this realization hit, I knew I had to pull myself together. I started doing things to nourish my body and spirit. Qi Gong. I took daily 

walks, did line dance lessons on snowy days, (taught in videos posted by one of our amazing grads), started cooking more with my husband and 

eating healthier food again, baking bread, remembering to take the herbs that would increase my Lung Qi and Wei Qi, Cordyceps, Yu Ping Feng San, 

Vitamin D. I made masks and distributed them to neighbors and friends. My dear friend ordered a set of Chinese herbal formulas for me that she had 

sent to her nephew who had the virus and he recovered. They were designed to treat all stages of the disease and recovery. I received the herbs and 

stashed them, praying that I would never have to use them, but feeling a little more empowered that they were within arm’s reach. Feeling more like 

connecting now, I started to call, Face-time, email and message the people that I care for, deepening our love and commitment to each other over the 

miles. Calling my dear senior patients and just chatting. Making us all feel a little less alone. At sunset each evening, a neighbor down the road plays 

the sun down with his bagpipes in solidarity with other pipers all over the world during this crisis. People coming out and standing away from each 

other with masks on but still together.  

 

A group of my girlfriends started doing a weekly Zoom Happy Hour. So fun. Why didn’t we do this before? Talking about our loves, our fears, our 

losses and triumphs. Giving each other a safe place to be sad, worried, exhausted, a place to laugh and share. I started delving deeper into the 

essential oils that I had been dabbling in for years, learning more about their many uses and trying them for everything that came up while in 

quarantine. When I felt anxious or stressed I would diffuse Serenity or Balance. When I was worried about germs, On Guard. I took webinars on 

telemedicine and started looking at this as a time to learn on a deep level. My motto has for years been- “If I’m not learning, I’m not living.” 

Listening to the beautiful music that so many musicians have shared in their isolation, bringing us joy and love during this difficult time. 

Still, I was drawn in to needing to know the news, the numbers, still getting angry about my perceptions of the shortfalls in how it was all being 

handled, and oh so worried about all of the essential workers who don’t have the protective equipment to keep them safe while battling this 

dangerous foe on the front lines. These people who have become our heroes in the past months, selflessly leaving their families to fight for ours, 

making sure we are fed and safe and cared for while they step into the nightmare day after day.  

 

Weeks 6- Present: Have come back to my long forgotten daily meditation practice. Meditating on Hope, Inner Strength, Compassion. Coming back 

to center. Making better choices (most of the time). Now, when I go to click on a news story about people not wearing masks or protesting their 

freedoms being trampled, I make the choice to focus on the posts and stories of someone making a remarkable recovery or the generosity of the little 

girl who emptied her piggy bank and raised money to get protective equipment for health care workers. The stories about the earth having a much-

needed rest, the healing that is apparent after even this short time in her waters and her air and her creatures. I choose instead to count my blessings in 

having a roof over my head, food, clothing, love and the ability to take a walk in the fresh Spring air. I’m not perfect and never will be, but I know 

that I will continue to meet the coming challenges and, as always, look for the silver lining.  

 

As we prepare for the next phase of this journey, I hope that we can all take the lessons we are learning during this time of inward reflection about 

how healing it is to slow down, put your feet on the earth and live in gratitude. Blessings to you until we can all be together again. 
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